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Description:

Wildberries
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY ALESSANDRA ADELAIDE NEEDLEWORKS - AAN

This time designer Alessandra Adelaide's finds inspiration in a mix of flowers and berries, the tiny berries vying for attention
among the classic roses and larger flowers. The delicate and graceful stems play an important role this composition, you could
even imagine imagine replacing the crossstitching by some stemstitch in these parts.
As for the other patterns in the series, you can make so many personal variations based on the chart. You could keep it quiet and
simple, cross stitching the whole pattern in a single color, a solid or a gently overdyed tone. .
Our suggestion would be to pick a delicate palette of colors, such a the subdued but gorgeous colors of DMC linen floss, and
delicately "color in" all the parts of the butterfly and the flowers. Naturally, you would pick a cream or natural raw linen
fabric for the background.
Whichever way you decide to personalize your stitching, this pattern will make a beautiful cushion which you could pair with
another of the pretty patterns in the series such as the Starflower, Rose & Butterfly and Garofano selvatico designs.

A cross stitch pattern by Alessandra Adelaide Needlework - AAN.
>> visit Alessandra Adelaide's store.
Number of stitches: 169 x 154 (wide x high)
>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches),
Chart: Black and White
Threads: DMC Embroidery floss,
Number of colors: 1
Themes: flower, floral, ornemental, monochrome, wild, berries

>> see all Flower patterns by Alessandra Adelaide Needlework
>> see more ornemental flower patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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